1) At the high level, the contract demands working experience in Visual Basic and Microsoft Access, if our technical team has expertise in ASP.Net with Visual C# and Microsoft SQL Server 2008+. Would that work or do we still need to have experience in Visual Basic and MS-Access?

MHEC technical systems can support applications using Visual Basic and Microsoft Access and SQL Server but not Visual C#.

2) For the some of the specified requirements including, "Request for Presentation", "Administrator approval, schedule, notify of presentation request".... We need use case diagrams or scenario flow so that it will help us understand the Scenario clearly and provide a solution accordingly. Would it be possible for you to help with this?

Yes, the process is as follows

- Requestor visits the website and clicks on the link that will pull up a fillable form.
- They will enter the information found on Addendum I of the TORFP.
- Once complete, they will select Submit and a notification of completion with the copy of the completed form will be sent to an email of an MHEC employee informing them that a presentation has been requested. The requestor will also have the option to print a copy of their request after it has been completed.

At this time, no presentation information will be stored on a database.

3) In the site content, do you need multi language support?

Yes, English and Spanish languages are to be support.

4) Will MHEC need the CMS for static text maintenance?

No, MHEC will use Web Expressions for static text maintenance.

5) Would you provide our team a collaborative work space? Or would our people work from our office?

See minutes.

6) Do you need the mock ups and site design details?

Yes. Details are found in the TORFP under deliverables. Additional information can be found in the meeting minutes.
7) What is the Execution mode (T&M or fixed bid)? It says, it is a fixed price contract. Can it be a mixture or strictly fixed cost?

   It may be a fixed cost only or a mixture that depends on the vendor. If doesn’t have to be strictly fixed price. All total pricing will be taken into consideration.

8) Will you be able to share your current code (Since it is a redesign project) during Proposal preparation phase?

   Not for the pre-bid process. The code will be released to the awarding contractor.

9) Is there an allotted budget for this project that can be shared with interested vendors?

   See minutes

10) Is there an incumbent that is working with MHEC on this project or to be precise, is the vendor that designed the site that is in existence now, eligible to bid on the redesign task?

   See minutes. All state approved contractors can bid on this redesign project

11) May we request the minutes of the pre bid conference, attendee list and Q &A to be sent?

   Yes. As state policy all pre-bid conference information and Q&A will be released to viable vendors.